of blood cells; bone marrow and skin are rather less sensitive.
As tissues which are typically resistant, muscle and nerve tissue might be mentioned.
The circulating blood shows in a striking way the phenomenon of selective action. Fig. 1 illustrates very typically what happens to the different cells when an animal, such as a cat, is exposed to a penetrating beam of arrays. A dose which practically rids the circulation of all its white cells has very little effect on the red cells and platelets. If the dose of radiation is reduced the lymphocytes are found to be the most radio-sensitive of the blood cells.
One of the most striking examples of selective action is shown by the effect of repeated doses of gamma radiation upon the bone marrow. Cell production is arrested, an aplastic fatal anaemia may result with not a single skin lesion, and yet, of course, the radiation causing this condition entered via the skin, and its physical intensity must have been greater at the skin than in the marrow.
Elaborate studies have been made endeavouring to link up the radio-sensitiveness of tissues with their histological features.
Outstanding facts gradually emerge from such studies.
Squamous cell carcinoma is generally recognized as being more radio-sensitive than columnar cell carcinoma, lympho-sarcoma more so than spindle cell sarcoma. But it by no riieans follows that a very radio-sensitive tumour is one that will surely yield a better result than one lower in the scale of sensitiveness. growth, the effective field of action is undoubtedly limited. When using radium tubes, needles, seeds, or small superficial applicators the zones of effective action are definable within certain limits, but when distant sources containing a large quantity of radium are used the zones are less easily defined and accurate dosage is correspondingly difficult.
The charts in Fig. 11 show that a tumour of the rat may continue to grow at its accustomed rate in spite of the fact that an irradiated tumour is rapidly disappearing simultaneously in the animal. And yet these disappearing tumours eventually set up a condition in the animal which makes it more difficult for tumour cells to grow in that animal. This is seen in Fig. 12 
